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Real Time Management of Following Events and Information's

- Location
- Tracking
- Over Speed Alarm
- Geo-Fence Alarm
- Vehicle Theft
- Vehicle Controller
- Oil Level
- Refrigeration/Temperature level
- Remote Vehicle Shut Down
- Remote Door Lock
- Air Condition On/Off Monitoring
- SOS Alarm
- Low Batter Alarm
- Exterior Batter Cut off Alarm

Tracking Genie helps improve Mileage, Vehicle Running Cost, Employee performance, which helps in increasing productivity and efficiency.
Features

**Real Time Tracking**
Real-time tracking on map along with graphical reports helps provide our customers with detailed vehicle information to improve business operations.

**Fleet Status Dashboard**
Fleet status dashboard is a single view solution for our clients to view overall status of complete fleet.

**Alerts and Notifications (SMS/Email)**
Tracking Genie auto sends alerts and messages when anything goes wrong or something happens which is worth bringing to notice.

**Administration**
Tracking Genie is equipped with robust administrative features to helps our customers easily manage various features and information's.

**Messaging**
With Tracking Genie our client cans easily reach their employees/drivers through voice calls or SMS.

**History**
Tracking Genie regularly records the history of all the vehicles. Tracking Genie helps to replay or see all the historical activities of a particular vehicle or entire fleet.

**Reporting**
Tracking Genie dramatically extends the power of GPS Tracking with the most comprehensive and robust detailing option.

**Vehicle Maintenance**
Tracking Genie provides fleet/vehicle owners with a state of art reminder of scheduled vehicle maintenance events.

**Remote Digital Data Management**
Tracking Genie helps you send and receive various digital data to and from your vehicle, which includes status of ignition, air-condition, door status, head light or any other digital data.

**Fuel Monitoring**
Tracking Genie helps manage and record fuel level of vehicle, which in turn helps our clients to control expense on fuel/gas.
Tracking Genie comes with an easy to use control panel to set acceptable threshold limits for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work hours</th>
<th>Engine idle times</th>
<th>Geo Fence</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

When these thresholds are broken by anyone an alert is sent in real time and the behavior is flagged in our system for later reporting. Our Reporting system is flexible enough to run whenever needed or scheduled to run automatically with the results emailed to any number of recipients on a daily or weekly basis.

### Sample Reports

#### Fleet Daily Report

The Daily Report provides information about daily movement of any vehicle, which includes:

- Ignition on Time
- Arrival and Departure of Locations
- Drive Time
- Ignition off Time
- Engine Idle Time
- Distance Traveled

#### Detailed Report

The Detailed Report provides the GPS location of vehicle for every minute including:

- Location of vehicle
- Engine-on Times
- Distance traveled
- Idling Time
- Drive time

#### Time Sheet- Hours Worked Report

This report can be used as an electronic timesheet. Report provides information on actual hours a vehicle was in operation, which includes:

- Daily actual start
- Hours worked
- Average daily hours
- Finish times
- Days worked
- Weekly totals

#### Journey Idling Report

The Idling Report provides true idle times. Idle time is the time when ignition is on and vehicle is not moving

#### Over Speed Report

The Over Speed Report allows you to instantly recognize when and where a vehicle has exceeded a specified speed threshold.

#### Point of Interest Report

This report provides information on how long your vehicles spend at a specified point of interest

#### Fleet Summary Report

The Fleet Summary Report provides a complete overview of your fleet with details of vehicle activity
Application areas

- School transport
- Professional transport
- Travel and Tour Operators
- Government Municipal transport
- Police Department
- Industrial transport
- Defense Services.
- Personal tracking, Cars etc
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